FATHERS and SONS: Books to Read Together
Reading together provides a great bonding experience and openings for discussions of life’s issues.

PRESCHOOL Picture Books (for the very young look for books with red dots on the spine)
Pete and Pillar (E STODDARD) A truck and an earthmover who are best friends.
Rag Baby (E HENLEY) A charming story of redemption and love
Owen’s Walk (E HILL) A young boy learns that he can follow instructions and

trust God.
Adam Raccoon (E KEANE) A fun set of books with fun illustrations and gentle

lessons.
Twice Yours (EGURLEY) Grandfather’s story of a lost toy boat has a lesson

about God’s love as well.

EARLY ELEMENTARY Yes, these are picture books for grades 1-3 (look for the blue dots)
The Squire and the Scroll, by Jennie Bishop. A boy proves himself able to resist
temptation.
The Hidden Prince, by Jeffrey Burkart. A parable of God’s love told like a folk tale.
Lass (E KELLER) The training of a sheep dog, learning trust, obedience and faithfulness

to her master.
Joseph, by Brian Wildsmith. The Bible story of Joseph in Egypt with wonderfully
detailed illustrations.
The Merchant and the Thief by Ravi Zacharias. An (East) Indian folk tale with a Christian application.

ELEMENTARY GRADES (J, shelved by author) Remember, you do the reading!
Secret Agent Dingledorf (J MYERS) A silly boy series for the early grades.
Lassie books (J BRAY). Quick reads for dog lovers.
Blinded by the Shining Path (J JACKSON) one of a large set of stories set in real

historical events.
Bark of the Bog Owl (J ROGERS Wilderking #1) A young boy finds courage in this

imaginative story.
LinSpired: The Jeremy Lin Story (J 921 LIN) Nonfiction especially for basketball lovers.
Spinning Worlds (J 520 CARROLL) Introduction to the solar system that doesn’t leave out the Creator.
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MIDDLE SCHOOL We now have a separate section for middle grades.
Kingdom’s Dawn (MS BLACK) First in a series: the battle of good and evil, in a knights-

and-castles setting.
Cooper Kids Adventures (MS PERETTI Cooper) Adventure series that reads like

“Raiders of the Lost Ark”
Raiders from the Sea (MS JOHNSON Viking #1) Viking raids and sea adventures (ages

10 up)
Promise Breaker (MS ELMER Promise #1) Danger and hope are mixed in this story set

right after World War II and Jews try to make their way to Israel.
If All the Swords in England: a Story of Thomas Becket Excellent historical fiction set in medieval England.
Through My Eyes: A Quarterback’s Journey (MS 921 TEBOW) Well, we all know who this is about.

HIGH SCHOOL Books on the Teen shelves, fiction shelved by author.
The Ishbane Conspiracy (T ALCORN) A “Screwtape Letters” for teens, by a fine author of

adult books.
The Shadow at Evening (T WALLEY #1a) Beginning of a futuristic epic that weaves the

worlds of science and the spirit, technology and the supernatural.
Bad Ground (T CRAMER) A coming of age story with a strong male voice.
Rebels Rescued (T230 COSBY) A quick introduction to reformed theology.

ADULT FICTION for older teens
Davis Bunn – The Lazarus Trap, The Solitary Envoy Award-winning author of detective and legal suspense.
Ted Dekker – “The Circle” series: Red, Black, White An unstoppable epidemic is just

the beginning. . .
Randy Singer – Irreparable Harm Complications of bioethics lead to legal issues

determining life and death.
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